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d i m i n i s h i n g  
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You know it’s like when 
 

It’s like when 
 
 

 When what? 
 

What was the question? 
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Snow spills, flakes dissolve                

into blushing cheeks leaving                  

no trace of their bitter kiss like breath 

dissipating into the gale. Ice forms on                  

power lines, piling on sinking wires 

collapsing under the weight. Electric 

light flees our green walls buried 

beneath frozen water vaper collecting 

in our sunken vale. In the dark, a milky 

glow cascades down the frosted        

hill, the breadth of its rays licking         

at the edge of our perimeter. Frozen   

air falls out of shivering bodies and I 

sink into Mom’s footsteps as we    

climb upwards towards the warm 

glow of lights still luminated. 

Anticipation and muscle movement 

warm the body. Count the colors       

that line the roofs until light switches 

dim the strands on command, then 

slink back down inside the               

green walls, slam the door so it       

shuts out the snow. Beat last winter’s 

dust from the knitted blankets and 

squeeze together underneath until     

the light switches work again. Store 

Mom’s lulling song between the 

margins of memory                                       
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recalling 

recalling Keeping 

recalling Little  

recalling Snapshots 

recalling We gather 

recalling Along 

recalling The way 

recalling Preserving 

recalling Those 

recalling Sacred 

recalling Fragments 

recalling To remember 

recalling During 

recalling Rainy days 

recalling 
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Snow spills, flakes dissolve                

into blushing cheeks leaving                  

no trace of their bitter kiss like breath 

dissipating into the gale. Ice forms on                 

power lines, piling on sinking wires 

collapsing under the weight. Electric 

light flees our green walls buried 

beneath frozen water vaper collecting 

in our sunken vale. In the dark, a milky 

glow cascades down the frosted        

hill, the breadth of its rays licking        

at the edge of our perimeter. Frozen   

air falls out of shivering bodies, and I 

sink into Mom’s footsteps as we    

climb upwards towards the warm 

glow of lights still luminated. 

Anticipation and muscle movement 

warm the body as we count the colors 

that line the roofs until light switches 

dim the strands on command. Then   

we slink back down inside the               

green walls, slamming the door so it       

shuts out the snow. Beat last winter’s 

dust from the knitted blankets and 

squeeze together underneath until     

the light switches work again. Store 

Mom’s lulling song between the 

margins of memory                                       
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Little mouths wide open,  

scrubbing tiny peaking molars. 

Morning routine during breakfast 

fighting over vitamin flavors. 

Stretching flimsy, cartoon band-aids 

on scraped-up knees and belly-aches. 

Collecting names in notebooks for 

future use for future children. 

Hours spent counting down time until 

special days marked in calendars. 

And somewhere in the midst of all this, 

I’ve fallen in love with you. 

 

Shrunken mouth partially open,  

check spaces of deteriorated molars. 

Morning ritual over burnt cups of coffee 

bickering over forced-down pills 

Picking up time in moments of clarity,  

Stowing hourglass grains in punctured pockets. 

Picking which battles to fight each day, 

hiding symptoms under piles of prescriptions. 

Tags pinned to fronts of shirts 

matching names to grandkids faces. 

And somewhere in the midst of all this, 

I’ve forgotten I love you. 
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Snow spills, flakes dissolve                

into blushing cheeks leaving                  

no trace of their bitter kiss like breath 

dissipating into the gale. Ice forms on                  

power lines, piling on sinking wires 

collapsing under the weight. Electric 

light flees our green walls buried 

beneath frozen water vaper collecting 

in our sunken vale. In the dark, a milky 

glow cascades down the frosted        

hill, the breadth of its rays licking         

at the edge of our perimeter. Frozen  

air falls out of shivering bodies, and I 

sink into Mom’s footsteps as we    

climb upwards towards the warm 

glow of lights still luminated. 

Anticipation and muscle movement 

warm the body as we count the colors       

that line the roofs until light switches 

dim the strands on command. Then   

we slink back down inside the               

green walls, slamming the door so it       

shuts out the snow. Beat last winter’s 

dust from the knitted blankets and 

squeeze together underneath until     

the light switches work again. Store 

Mom’s lulling song between the 

margins of memory                                       
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Where do your memories go? 

Where the words go, I guess 

And where’s that at? 

 

I don’t know 
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Snow spills, flakes dissolve                

into blushing cheeks leaving                  

no trace of their bitter kiss like breath 

dissipating into the gale. Ice forms on                  

power lines, piling on sinking wires 

collapsing under the weight. Electric 

light flees our green walls buried 

beneath frozen water vaper collecting 

in our sunken vale. In the dark, a milky 

glow cascades down the frosted        

hill, the breadth of its rays licking         

at the edge of our perimeter. Frozen   

air falls out of shivering bodies, and I 

sink into Mom’s footsteps as we    

climb upwards towards the warm 

glow of lights still luminated. 

Anticipation and muscle movement 

warm the body as we count the colors       

that line the roofs until light switches 

dim the strands on command. Then   

we slink back down inside the               

green walls, slamming the door so it       

shuts out the snow. Beat last winter’s 

dust from the knitted blankets and 

squeeze together underneath until     

the light switches work again. Store 

Mom’s lulling song between the 

margins of memory                                       
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Pastel charmeuse gowns and cashmere suits march two by 
two to line the sanctuary railing wrapped in ribbon dip-dyed 
ivory with tea leaves. White-petalled carnations cascade 
down from the wood-paneled altar. Pastry-puffed up flower 
girl throwing petals at Uncle Vinny in the fourth pew while 
Minister John holds the knee-locked groom upright by the 
back of a rental collar. A baby cries misjudged tears in the 
lap of Aunt Minnie. Organ pedals squeak along the key 
change shifting eyes to the back of the room. Handtied 
nosegays give fidgeting hands purpose as the bride proceeds, 
veiled under tulle and long, laced sleeves wrapped around 
the arm that cradled her head covered in soft curls now 
loosely pinned into a cushion at her nape. Misaligned 
wooden floorboards warped by water moaning under 
resolved heel-clicks, singing in harmony with the pulse of an 
anxious heart beating against eardrums. Past hardwood pews 
lined with painted daisies and pale pink bows. Stained glass 
filters mosaic light reflected through glimmering tears 
dripping from the faces of familiar friends and family. 
fillerfil 
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Snow spills, flakes dissolve                

into blushing cheeks leaving                  

no trace of their bitter kiss like breath 

dissipating into the gale. Ice forms on                  

power lines, piling on sinking wires 

collapsing under the weight. Electric 

light flees our green walls buried 

beneath frozen water vaper collecting 

in our sunken vale. In the dark, a milky 

glow cascades down the frosted        

hill, the breadth of its rays licking         

at the edge of our perimeter. Frozen   

air falls out of shivering bodies, and I 

sink into Mom’s footsteps as we    

climb upwards towards the warm 

glow of lights still luminated. 

Anticipation and muscle movement 

warm the body as we count the colors       

that line the roofs until light switches 

dim the strands on command. Then   

we slink back down inside the               

green walls, slamming the door so it       

shuts out the snow. Beat last winter’s 

dust from the knitted blankets and 

squeeze together underneath until     

the light switches work again. Store 

Mom’s lulling song between the 

margins of memory                                       
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Dementia is a terminal illness. 

You will likely not die from it. 

 
You will likely die of a UTI or malnutrition or dehydration or pneumonia or a clot 
that manages to stop your beating heart before it forgets to beat itself. The disease 
has riddled your body and your mind and you, but it will not have the pleasure of 
adorning your death certificate. It won’t be spoken of. It does not speak. It can’t 
speak. You can’t speak, and you can’t communicate adequately enough to ask who 
is that stranger that just walked through the door or why their face fills the dust-
collected frames hung crookedly on walls and littering the table, frames filled with 
faces of strangers whose voices fill the room, speaking around you or over you or at 
you in forced tones or in hushed tones or in tones you can’t place to a face anymore, 
but you recognize the disappointment, the disappointment in immobility, in 
incognition, in not properly answering the incessantly insistent do you remember 

me? You recognize the disappointment because you’re disappointed too, 
disappointed in the infantile speech you outgrew decades ago, disappointed in the 
jagged scraps of recollection slicing at your tiring grip, disappointed in having a 
choice stripped from you as you sit imprisoned within yourself which is not yourself 
because yourself is buried under the same dust that buries the strangers in their 
frames that nothing can wipe away and it won’t go away and they won’t go away. 
Disappointed in the disappointment on every face you manage to see. Disappointed 
they can’t separate the illness from the self. You can’t separate the illness from the 
self. You can’t separate the illness from yourself. You can’t separate the illness from 
yourself. You can’t separate the illness from yourself. You can’t separate the illness  
 
 
 
 

  
 


